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The Maturity Model 
Embark on a journey of Data Governance excellence
with our Valcon Maturity Model. This model is built upon
the foundation of industry best practices, cutting-edge 

In today’s data-driven world, businesses must harness the
power of data to gain a competitive edge. Having
worked with many large customers from various
industries, we know that only when Data Governance is
implemented in a way that fits an organisation is it going
to be successful. One-size-fits-all solutions simply won’t
cut it. Don’t let your valuable data assets remain
underutilised. Together, we will construct a robust
roadmap combining, strategy, technology and innovation
to bolster your Data Governance pursuits.

The Question 

Are you truly harnessing the potential of your data
assets? Uncover the untapped value within your
organisation’s data by addressing the critical aspect of  
Data Governance. Without a clear understanding of your
organisation’s maturity level in Data Governance, you
could be missing out on optimising your data’s true
potential.

trends, and well-established scientific research. By
assessing your organisation’s maturity level, our
Maturity Assessment equips you with a powerful tool for
baseline measurement and benchmarking.

Where the goal of Data Governance is to establish
management and invest responsibilities by establishing
standards, policies and processes to realise organisational
structures to effectively execute Data Management to
maximise the value of data assets. 

Custom Approach 

The impact of effective Data Governance extends far
beyond compliance. With our guidance, you can
experience tangible improvements in efficiency, revenue
generation, market share expansion and risk reduction.  
Only when Data Governance is implemented so that it fits
an organisation it is going to be successful, there is no
one-size-fits-all. Valcon specialises in helping large
corporations optimise their data governance practices.
Our custom approach ensures that Data Governance
becomes a catalyst for growth and transformation,
directly impacting your bottom line.

Fig. 1: Valcon’s approah to Data Governance

Fig. 2: The Valcon Data Governance Assessment Cycle
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And there’s more. Our partnership extends to Microsoft
Azure, Microsoft Purview and Microsoft Fabric, igniting a
new era of Data Governance excellence. Seamlessly
weave the might of Microsoft’s robust cloud
infrastructure, Purview’s advanced data governance
capabilities, and the state-of-the-art integration of
Microsoft Fabric into your strategic framework. 

Benefits

Maximise the value of your organisation’s data assets
and drive strategic decision-making. 
Depending on the organisation’s as-is situation,
growth aspirations and current governance model
and strategy we help identify gaps and set priorities,
to develop a roadmap for the next <5 years to
maintain focus and growth on your Data Journey.
Taking into account the most logical order in which
certain Data Governance elements should be
implemented to accommodate further growth.
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Please contact Valcon to learn how we can help your company: 

Our assessment establishes a common language and
shared vision for process improvement, enabling
effective communication and collaboration across
your organisation. 
By benchmarking your results against best practices,
we help you prioritise actions to drive continuous
improvement and achieve your growth aspirations. 
We develop a comprehensive presentation ready to
be presented to your internal stakeholders, ensuring
alignment and buy-in for your data governance
initiatives. 
Stop wasting time and resources on initiatives that
don’t match your organisation’s maturity level. Our
assessment ensures that your investments are
targeted and aligned with your specific needs. 
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